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Please check your inbox, and if you can’t find it, check your spam folder to make sure it didnt end up
there. Please also check your spam folder. The new installation procedure provides faster software
installations and smaller package sizes, as well as dependency checking and native operating system
installation features. Red Hat and Novell updates will also be consistent with their respective
operating system install technologies. SUU compares the drivers and firmware versions on your
system with See the Dell Server Update Utility 1.0 User’s Guide located at the Dell Support website
at support.dell.com for a list of supported PowerEdge systems and operating systems. This utility is
not included with the Dell OpenManage server support kit version 4.3 that ships with PowerEdge
systems, but is available from the Dell Support website at support.dell.com. Each CD contains the
appropriate software products for a particular task, simplifying software installation and systems
management. Use Figure 1 to locate the appropriate Dell OpenManage products that are referenced
in your Dell documentation. These components include Novell is a registered trademark of Novell
Corporation. Microsoft Windows Microsoft Corporation Red Hat Red Hat, Inc. Novell Novell
Corporation. You may find documents other than justWe keep our list of direct Dell PowerEdge 6850
driver and firmware links uptodate so they are easy to find when you need them. We delete
comments that violate our policy, which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed
at any time at our discretion. Page Count 2 System Board Replacement Procedure. Update. This
document provides updated information for replacing the system board. NOTE See the latest version
of the system’s documentation on support.dell.com for instructions on howRemoving and Installing
the North Bridge Heat Sink.http://copy2d.com/ftp/image/inquiry-into-physics-solution-manual.xml

dell poweredge 6850 manual, dell poweredge 6850 user manual, dell poweredge 6850
user manual download, dell poweredge 6850 user manual pdf, dell poweredge 6850
user manual free, dell poweredge 6850 user manual instructions.

CAUTION Any installation that requires removal of the system cover is intended solely to beSee your
Product Information Guide for complete informationWhen transferring components from the
defective system board to the replacement system board,The north bridge heat sink is
locatedRemoving the North Bridge Heat Sink From the Defective System BoardSee Figure 1.Do not
pry theInstalling the North Bridge Heat Sink on the Replacement System BoardMarch 2005.
CAUTION A CAUTION indicates a potential for property damage, personal injury, or death.Orient
the heat sink so that its alignment key is toward the back of the system board. See. Figure 1.Slowly
lower the end of the heat sink closest to processor connectors 2 and 4 into theAfter the heat sink
contacts the bottom of the heatsink bracket, align the keys on theLower the retention clip, compress
the two retentionclip tabs together, and secure theFigure 1. Removing and Installing the North
Bridge Heat SinkInformation in this document is subject to change without notice. Printed in the
U.S.A. Reproduction in any manner whatsoever without the written permission of Dell
Inc.Trademarks used in this text Dell and the DELL logo are trademarks of Dell Inc. Other
trademarks and trade names may be used in this document to refer to either the entities claiming
the marks and namesFile Type Extension pdf. PDF Version 1.2. Linearized No. Page Count 2. Title
System Board Replacement Procedure Update. Creator Dell Inc. Subject Users Guide3. Description
Users Guide3. Producer Acrobat Distiller 6.0.1 Windows; modified using iTextSharp 5.1.3 c 1T3XT
BVBA. Modify Date 20121203 1807120600. Creator Tool PScript5.dll Version 5.2. Author Dell Inc.
Productcode poweredge6850. Typecode ug3. Typedescription Users Guide3. Languagecodes enus.
Sectioncode. Sectiondescription. Publishdate 20071219 000000. Expirydate 99990909 000000.
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Readytocopy false. Futureproductindication No. Categorypathforfutureproducts. Businesskeywords.
Filesize 163.http://dolina-climata.ru/img/lib/inquisitor-s-manual-of-bernard-gui.xml

Moddate D201212031507240600. It also has four 4 hotplug PCIe slots, three 3 PCIX slots and
remote management capabilities. They were only owned and operated by one organization. They are
in excellent physical condition and have been tested and certified to be in good working order.
Check the VMware Compatibility Guide to be sure the release you intend to use will work with this
server model and configuration. Hamel, MN 55340. United States. Different models are or were
available as towers, 19inch racks or blades. Most modern servers are either 1U or 2U high while in
the past the 4U was more common.Whereas the R605 is a twosocket, 10th generation AMDbased
rackserver.The bladeservers in Generation 8 and Generation 9 are using another enclosure that is
not compatible with the current M1000e system. In formfactor there are two models halfheight and
fullheight. In an enclosure you can fit 8 full or 16 halfheight blades or a mix.Peripheral bay can hold
2 5.25 devicesUp to 10 bladesThe M520 and M620 can also be used in the new PowerEdge VRTX
system.It offers more or less the same functionality as a networkenabled KVM switch, but with some
additional options.By using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Powered by
up to four dual core Intel Xeon 7100 series processors, up to 64GB RAM and up to 1.5TB of SCSI
storage, the PowerEdge 6850 is perfectly designed for SQL, Oracle, SAP, PeopleSoft and other
computationally intensive applications. And with four hotplug PCIe slots, three PCIX slots, and dual
embedded gigabit NICs, the PowerEdge 6850 stays well connected with the network, and embedded
high availability features ensure that business keeps moving at wire speed.All servers from Aventis
System include a 3 year Comprehensive Warranty, with eligibility for optional Express warranties
and onsite services.Four hotplug PCI Express slots and three PCIX slots. Si vous avez des questions
sur ce driver, veuillez nous contacter via le formulaire de contact.

Sur cette page, vous pouvez discuter notamment de linstallation, la desinstallation et la mise a jour
du driver.Updated to support NetXtreme II 57840 based adapters. This file format consists of an
archive of files that may beThe installationThis consistencyThis consistency check will appearThe
consistencyWhile this background checkThis may cause an addressEnter the Configuration
UtilitySelect a specific adapter on the listInitial Release This file contains a compressed or zipped set
of files.This consistency check will appearThe consistencyWhile this background checkThis file
contains a compressed or zipped set of files.The controller managesIf the disks arelater reinserted,
theyTorecover, power down theThe foreign configuration must bePhysical disks with aThis is notDo
not interrupt virtualDellrecommends that the user perform a dataDell recommendsAdded more
diagnosticPatrol Read tasks will notTherefore, it isPatrol Read tasks will notTherefore, it isAdobe
Acrobat ReaderUnder modular systems group, eachThis file format consists of an archive of files
that may beThe installationUser data is not affected.If you must install thisThe installationThis INF
file will prevent theThe installationThis INF file will prevent theThis version A06 is only addedSome
thirdpartyPlease check with yourFixesAdds supportVendor model numbersThis firmware update
isUser data is not affected.Several improvements and enhancements.Several fixes whichThis file
contains a compressed or zipped set of files.This INF file will prevent theThis INF file will prevent
theThe signature provides protection againstIf you requireNote To make the DRAC 4 update process
more robust andIf the NIC remains disabledUser data is notTo install theWOW64 is a standard
feature onThese functions include SCSI EnclosureThis firmware update isUser data is not
affected.User data is notUser data is notUser data is notUser data is notUser data is notThis
firmware update isUser data is not affected.

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/72925

This firmware update isUser data is not affected.This firmware update isUser data is not
affected.Vendor model numbersDell Part numbersVendor model numbers ST3500620SS,Vendor
model numbersVendor model numbersUser data is notUser data is notUser data is notDell Part
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numbersWOW64 is a standard feature onWOW64 is a standard feature onDuring the next
scheduledDell Update Packages in Microsoft Windows 32bit format can beWOW64 is a standard
feature onWOW64 is a standard feature onDell part numbers GX198, HR200 andDuring the next
scheduledWOW64 is a standard feature onDell Update Packages in Microsoft Windows 32bit format
can beWOW64 is a standard feature onThis issue is typically reportedError codes associated with
thisOnce an error is detected,There is no data integrity or dataSubsequent attemptsFix to SMART
Reporting of POH and temperature on a format corruptWOW64 is a standard feature onThis release
contains firmware version HT04 for Seagate SAS 15K. Vendor model numbersImportant Information
ExternalThis update will not run if anyThis issue is typically reportedError codes associated with
thisOnce an error is detected,There is no data integrity or dataSubsequent attemptsWOW64 is a
standard feature onVendor model numbersImportant Information ExternalThis update will not run if
anyThis issue is typically reportedError codes associated with thisOnce an error is detected,There is
no data integrity or dataSubsequent attemptsDell Update Packages in Microsoft Windows 32bit
format can beWOW64 is a standard feature onVendor modelDell Update Packages in Microsoft
Windows 32bit format can beWOW64 is a standard feature onDuring the next scheduled
maintenanceThis firmware change willWOW64 is a standard feature onImportant Information
ExternalThis update will not run if anyThis issue is typically reportedError codes associated with
thisOnce an error is detected,There is no data integrity or dataSubsequent attemptsNew firmware is
available for the Hitachi 15K SAS 3.

https://www.flexcable.com/images/Craftsman-Chainsaw-Operator-S-Manual.pdf

2bit format can beWOW64 is a standard feature onThis issue is typically reportedError codes
associated with thisOnce an error is detected,There is no data integrity or dataSubsequent
attemptsDell Update Packages in Microsoft Windows 32bit format can beWOW64 is a standard
feature onVendor modelImportant Information ExternalThis update will not run if anyThis issue is
typically reportedError codes associated with thisOnce an error is detected,There is no data
integrity or dataSubsequent attemptsInitial Release Dell Update Packages in Microsoft Windows
32bit format can beWOW64 is a standard feature onDell Update Packages in Microsoft Windows
32bit format can beWOW64 is a standard feature onDell Update Packages in Microsoft Windows
32bit format can beWOW64 is a standard feature onDell Update Packages in Microsoft Windows
32bit format can beWOW64 is a standard feature onWOW64 is a standard feature onWOW64 is a
standard feature onWOW64 is a standard feature onWOW64 is a standard feature onImportant
Information ExternalThis update will not run if anyThis issue is typically reportedError codes
associated with thisOnce an error is detected,There is no data integrity or dataSubsequent
attemptsWOW64 is a standard feature onImportant Information ExternalThis update will not run if
anyThis issue is typically reportedError codes associated with thisOnce an error is detected,There is
no data integrity or dataSubsequent attemptsWOW64 is a standard feature onImportant Information
ExternalThis update will not run if anyThis issue is typically reportedError codes associated with
thisOnce an error is detected,There is no data integrity or dataSubsequent attemptsWOW64 is a
standard feature onImportant Information ExternalThis update will not run if anyThis issue is
typically reportedError codes associated with thisOnce an error is detected,There is no data
integrity or dataSubsequent attemptsWOW64 is a standard feature onThis release contains firmware
version DCA8 for Toshiba SAS 7.

https://myvirtualgaming.com/images/Craftsman-Chainsaw-Service-Manual.pdf

2KImportant Information ExternalThis update will not run if anyThis issue is typically reportedError
codes associated with thisOnce an error is detected,There is no data integrity or dataSubsequent
attemptsResolved error handling issue on MD3000 series platform. Dell Update Packages in
Microsoft Windows 32bit format can beWOW64 is a standard feature onImportant Information
ExternalThis update will not run if anyThis issue is typically reportedError codes associated with
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thisOnce an error is detected,There is no data integrity or dataSubsequent attemptsWOW64 is a
standard feature onThis issue isAnd will result in an abortedError codesThere is noWOW64 is a
standard feature onIn Split busTherefore, in order toTo verify this, stop and restart theThen you can
view the firmware versionIf this library isThis may result in a SCSI busThere is no associated risk
ofThe installationThis package will not update devicesThis package will not update devicesThe
installationThe installationThis release should be used with theThis package will not update
devicesThis package will not update devicesThis package will not update devicesThese messages
can be safely ignored.After the firmware flashTo install theThis file format consists of an archive of
files that may beThe installationThis file contains a compressed or zipped set of files.This INF file
will prevent theThis package will not update devicesUser data is notThis firmware update isUser
data is not affected.User data is notUser data is notThe signature provides protection againstIf you
requireThe previousThis file contains a compressed or zipped set of files.Vendor model
numbersVendor model numbersVendor model numbersThis release includes the DFUDell Update
Packages in Microsoft Windows 32bit format can beWOW64 is a standard feature onDell Update
Packages in Microsoft Windows 32bit format can beWOW64 is a standard feature onWOW64 is a
standard feature onIf your future MD3000 or MD1000This release is a fix the following errors1.

Corrects an errorThe GnuPG signature for Red Hat Linux Update Package can be usedVendor model
numbersThis release should be used with theThis firmware update isUser data is not
affected.Vendor model numbersThis INF file will prevent theBroadcom Linux BACS GUI and
Command line application for managingThis package will not update devicesBroadcom Linux BACS
GUI and Command line application for managingVendor model numbersVendor model numbersThis
release includes the DFUUser data is notThis firmware update isUser data is notUser data is
notUser data is notUser data is notThis firmware update isUser data is not affected.This firmware
update isUser data is not affected.This firmware update isUser data is not affected.Vendor model
numbersDell Part numbersVendor model numbers ST3500620SS,Vendor model numbersVendor
model numbersUser data is notUser data is notUser data is notVendor model numbersThe
installationThe installationReview the text file for informationTwo changes are relatedIt is an
optionalThis is a general maintenanceThis firmware update isUser data is not affected.This release
should be used with theBelow are the 3 ISO files for theInstructions explain how toBelow are the 3
ISO files for theInstructions explain how toInstructionsVendor model numbersAdds support for.
Well, the wait is over. This month, we bring you an exclusive review of its latest PowerEdge 6850,
which comes equipped with Intel’s new Xeon 7000 MP processors. There are four models in the
7000 family, and the review system was equipped with twin 2.66GHz 7020 modules with 1MB of
Level 2 cache on each core. All models are based on 90nm fabrication, with the 7020 and 3GHz 7040
featuring a 667MHz FSB, while the 2.8GHz 7030 and 3GHz 7041 have an 800MHz FSB. The only
other difference is in the Level 2 cache complement, as the 7040 and 7041 have 2MB per core.
However, processor choices are currently limited to the 7020 and 7040, as Intel’s E8501 chipset
with an 800MHz FSB has yet to make an appearance.

This puts HP in the same boat, because its ProLiant DL580 is only being offered with these two
options at the moment. It’s worth noting that the 6850 is also now Dell’s largest rackserver offering,
since it stopped bailing and jumped overboard from the good ship Itanium last year. Cooling
requirements are largely responsible for the frontpanel design. This has two large grilles, each
servicing a pair of hotswap cooling fans handling all air movement through the chassis. The design
does limit storage potential, although Dell has managed to squeeze in a fivebay hotswap drive
enclosure in between the grilles. The review system came fitted with a trio of 300GB Ultra320 SCSI
hard disks. On the base system, you can use the embedded LSI Logic Ultra320 SCSI controller,
which provides a pair of channels that can be connected to the drive backplane. In terms of value,
this isn’t the best option, as the 6850 also has the necessary sockets for supporting Dell’s embedded
RAID controller, which can be activated for less cash than adding the PCIX card. Furthermore, you



have a single cable routed across the chassis to connect the card to the drive backplane. In general,
the chassis is well designed internally, with the four processor sockets located in a neat row directly
behind the cooling fans. The two resident Xeon 7020 modules are fitted with large passive heatsinks.
The layout further back is unusual, as the system memory is implemented in four proprietary riser
cards, allowing the 6850 to take full advantage of the mirroring and memory RAID feature offered by
the E8500 chipset. You can designate one bank of memory as a spare, install an even number of
riser cards with identical memory capacities, and then implement mirroring. This splits the total
memory into two and duplicates data across each half. If all four risers are populated with matching
memory configurations, you can go for the memory RAID feature.

Rather like disk RAID, it creates system memory partitions for full redundancy even in the event of a
complete riser card failure. It’s easy to set up just go to the BIOS setup screen, activate the
redundant memory option and choose a scheme from the list. Next Page Leave a Reply Cancel reply
Your email address will not be published. Disclaimer Some pages on this site may include an affiliate
link. This does not effect our editorial in any way. You may also like What is About Blank. Should you
remove it. Steve Larner September 15, 2020 How to Configure Display Scaling in Windows 10 Steve
Larner September 13, 2020 How to Fix Windows 10 Update If It Freezes or Becomes Stuck admin
September 13, 2020 Send To Someone To email address From name Send Todays Highlights What is
Kodi. Everything You NEED to Know about The TV Streaming App Victoria Woollaston June 19, 2020
How to Delete a Microsoft Account Arch Williams June 17, 2020 How to install Google Play on an
Amazon Fire TV Stick Victoria Woollaston August 19, 2020 How to Factory Reset Your iPhone or
iPad A Simple Guide to Wiping Your iOS Device Cassandra August 11, 2020 How to Configure
Display Scaling in Windows 10 Steve Larner September 13, 2020 What is About Blank. Should you
remove it. Please choose a different delivery location.Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. We don’t share your credit card details with thirdparty sellers, and
we don’t sell your information to others. Used Very GoodPlease try again.Please try again.In order to
navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. Register a free business account Please try your search again later.To calculate
the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead,
our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.

Because the utility resides in the PERC 4 BIOS, its operation This section describes the procedures
used to perform the following If you do not press within a few seconds of the prompt, the system
continues the boot procedure. See Selecting a Configuration Method in this section for more
information. Designate hard drives as hot spares optional. Define logical drives using the space in
the arrays. Save the configuration information. Initialize the new logical drives. RAID 1 requires
exactly two physical drives. You can set the stripe size to 2 KB, 4 KB, 8 KB, 16 KB, 32 KB, 64 KB, or
128 KB. A larger stripe size provides better read performance, especially if your computer However,
if you are sure that your computer does random read requests more often, select a small stripe size.
You can set the write policy to Writeback or This setting is recommended in standard mode. This is
the default setting if cluster mode is enabled. You can set this parameter to NoReadAhead,
Readahead, or Adaptive. If all read requests are random, the algorithm reverts to NoReadAhead,
however, all requests are still evaluated for possible sequential It does not affect the Readahead
cache.It does not affect the Readahead cache. Data is transferred to cache and the host
concurrently. If the same data block is read again, it comes from cache memory. The logical drive
can occupy space in more than one array. The logical drive can occupy space in only one array. You
can span two or more contiguous RAID 1 logical drives into a RAID 10 array, and two or You need at
least two hard drives in two separate RAID 1 arrays to create a RAID 10 If the two criteria for
spanning are met, PERC 4 automatically allows spanning. If the criteria are not met, You can modify
the following parameters Hot key information displays at the bottom of the screen. The hot key



functions are Press the spacebar to associate the selected physical drive with the current array.

For example, ONLIN A23 means hard drive 3 in array 2. If you use drives with different capacities in
an array, Press to designate the hard drives as hot spares. Making hot spares is optional. Hot spares
are physical drives that are powered up along with If a hard drive used in a RAID logical drive fails,
a hot spare automatically takes its place and It displays the array and array number, such as A00.
You can create multiple arrays, then select them to span them. The window from the top of the
screen shows the logical drive that Click Advanced Menu to open the menu. Set the Stripe Size on
the Advanced Menu. Set the Write Policy on the Advanced Menu. Set Cache Policy on the Advanced
Menu. Press to exit the Advanced Menu. After you define the current logical drive, select Accept and
press. In New Configuration, you can modify the following logical drive parameters Hot key
information appears at the bottom of the screen. The hot key functions are Press the spacebar to
associate the selected physical drive with the For example, ONLINE A23 means array 2 with hard
drive 3. Press to designate the hard drives as hot spares. Making hot spares is optional. Hot spares
are physical drives that are powered If a hard drive used in a RAID logical drive fails, It displays the
array and array number, such as A00. You can create multiple arrays, Highlight Span and press.
Highlight a spanning option and press. You can configure RAID 50 by spanning two The logical
drives must have the same stripe size. Set the Stripe Size on the Advanced Menu. Set the Write
Policy on the Advanced Menu. Set the Read Policy on the Advanced Menu. Set the Cache Policy on
the Advanced Menu. Press to exit the Advanced Menu. After you define the current logical drive,
select Accept and press. Initialize the logical drives you have just configured. You can also enable
the configuration on disk feature. Hot key information appears at the bottom of the screen.

The hot key functions are Press the spacebar to associate the selected physical drive with the
current array. For example, ONLIN A23 means hard drive 3 in array 2. Press to designate the hard
drives as hot spares. Making hot spares is optional. Hot spares are physical drives that are powered
up If a hard drive used in a RAID logical drive fails, It displays the array, and array number, such as
A00. You can create multiple arrays, The column headings are Highlight Span and press. Highlight a
spanning option and press. Move the cursor to Size and press to set the logical drive size. Set the
Stripe Size on the Advanced Menu. Set the Write Policy on the Advanced Menu. Set the Read Policy
on the Advanced Menu. Set the Cache Policy on the Advanced Menu. After you define the current
logical drive, select Accept and press Initialize the logical drives you have just configured. You can
initialize the logical drives using the following methods The Initialize option on the Management
Menu screen lets you initialize up to 40 logical You can use either the Initialize option on the
Management Menu After you finish selecting the logical drive, press and select Yes Select the logical
drive to be initialized. Select Initialize from the action menu. When disabled, a full initialization
takes place on the entire logical drive. On a larger logical drive, it is best to set fast initialization to
Off, then initialize. Otherwise, the controller will run a You can select a logical drive from logical
drive 0 to logical drive 7 as the boot drive. If the boot device is on the RAID controller, the BIOS
must be enabled; otherwise, the BIOS should be disabled or it might not be possible to use a boot
device elsewhere. Enter a logical drive number for the boot drive. Drive roaming saves configuration
information both Select Disk when asked to use Disk or NVRAM. Press to display the prompt to save
the configuration. Select Save. Press to exit the BIOS Configuration Utility. Reboot the computer.

You can have an array with multiple logical drives and delete a logical drive without deleting the
whole array. You can use the the RAID management utilities to create the next. The configuration
utilities provide Press to delete the logical drive. Because most SCSI hard drives are lowlevel
formatted at the factory, this step is usually not necessary. Usually, you must format a disk if
Perform the following steps to display this screen If you feel that the number of errors is excessive,
If more than 32 media errors were detected, PERC 4 automatically puts the drive in The errors are
displayed as they occur. In cases such as this, Select Format. If a hard drive used in a RAID logical



drive fails, a hot spare will automatically take its place and the data on the failed drive Hot spares
can be used for RAID levels 1, 5, 10, and 50. Each PERC 4 controller supports up to eight Perform
the following steps to designate a drive as a hot spare Press to designate the drive as a hot spare.
Press the arrow keys to select Make HotSpare and press. If you replace a failed drive with a hard
drive in the same slot, the rebuild begins automatically. Configuration Utility. The failed drives have
FAIL indicators. Press the spacebar to select the desired physical drive for rebuild. After you select
the physical drives, press and select Yes at the prompt. Rebuilding can take some time, depending
on the number of Press to display the Management Menu. This makes the drive ID 0 LUN 0. If the
drive is The drive may be a boot disk containing an operating system. If so, add the PERC device
driver to this system drive before you switch to the PERC 4 and attempt to boot from it. Perform the
following steps to use the PERC 4 controller as a SCSI adapter for such a drive Boot the computer.
Start the BIOS Configuration Utility by pressing. Press the cursor keys to select the preloaded drive.
Press the spacebar. Exit the Advanced Menu. Highlight Accept and press.

Exit the BIOS Configuration Utility and reboot. Set the host system to boot from SCSI, if such a
setting is available. With online volume extension, Enable this option after you configure a Older
firmware versions may not Discrepancies are automatically corrected, assuming always that Perform
the following steps to run Check Consistency Press the arrow keys to highlight the desired logical
drives. Press the spacebar to select or deselect a drive for consistency checking. Press to select or
deselect all the logical drives. Press to begin the consistency check. Press to display the
Management Menu. Table 53 describes the battery information HIGH appears if the module is BAD
appears if the voltage CHARGING appears if the battery pack After 1100 charge cycles, the life of
the battery pack is assumed Perform the following steps to Select YES to reset the number of cycles
to zero and press. When you enable cluster mode, the system operates in When you disable cluster
mode, the system operates in standard mode. This section BIOS Configuration Utility Otherwise,
disk configuration should be read from To change Cluster Mode from disabled to enabled, select
Cluster Mode. At the Change Initiator ID dialog box, select Yes. You cannot change the ID while in
standard mode. The ID numbers are from 0 to 15, but you are required to use 6 or 7. When you are
in standard mode, the ID is always 7. After you reboot, the Adapter menu This option allows drive
reconstruction, rebuild, and check consistency to continue when the system restarts because of a
power failure, When disabled, a full initialization takes place on the entire logical drive. On a larger
logical drive, it is best to set fast initialization to Off, then initialize. Otherwise, the controller will
run a background consistency check within five minutes of reboot or RAID 5 creation. The options
are Automatic, 2 disks every 6 secs, 4 disks every 6 secs, or 6 disks every 6 secs.
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